Abstract-Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) encourages the use of graphical modeling tools, which facilitate the development process from modeling to coding. Such tools can be designed using the MDE approach into metamodeling environments called metaCASE tools. It turned out that current metaCASE tools still require, in most cases, manual programming to build full tool support for the modeling language, especially for users' native methodologies and representational elements and suffer from gaps in terms of reusability. In this context, we propose MID, a set of metamodels supporting the specification of modeling editors by means of reusable components and explain how representational metamodeling is carried out with it.
I. INTRODUCTION
As part of its Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) initiative, the Object Management Group (OMG, http://www.omg.org) -an international consortium representing numerous industrial and academic institutions -has provided a comprehensive series of standardized technology recommendations in support of model-based development of both software and systems in general. These cover core facilities such as metamodeling, model transformations, and general-purpose and domainspecific modeling languages. A key component in the latter category is UML (the Unified Modeling Language), which has emerged as the most widely used modeling language in both industry and academia. A number of tools supporting UML are available from a variety of sources. These are generally proprietary solutions whose capabilities and market availability are controlled by their respective vendors. Consequently, some industrial enterprises are seeking open-source solutions for their UML tools. To respond to this requirement, a new graphical editor called Papyrus, was accepted by the Eclipse Project MDT in August 2008. This graphical editing tool for UML2 is based on Eclipse and uses the Eclipse graphical modeling Framework (GMF, http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/gmf/).
Papyrus is a tool consisting of several editors, mainly graphical editors but also completed with other editors such as textual-based and tree-based editors. All these editors allow simultaneous viewing of multiple diagrams of a given UML model. However, when such diagrams were specified, we found common problems at different levels. The first common point relates to the redundant elements in all UML diagrams, such as Comments or Constraints elements that are presents in all Papyrus diagrams. The second common point relates to some specific diagrams as Package Diagram, which is composed of a Class Diagram subset (Package, import, merge...). The other common point relates to the graphical variation of several features. For example, a Class in the class diagram does not have the same graphical representation as in the composite structure diagram. These elements have the same semantics in the UML model, sometimes they have the same graphical structure, but they are represented with different shapes. This statement raises a real issue of reuse when specifying diagrams.
To explain these issues, we evaluated the technologies currently used to specify Papyrus diagrams [1] . It turns out that the main reason for these gaps is the lack of reusability in this kind of technology. This leads in manual copies in all diagrams, thus increasing the risk of errors, problems of consistency, redundancy in the specification and the difficulty of maintenance.
At a high level of abstraction, the study of these tools, and especially GMF, allows us to identify some needs and criteria in terms of reusability, graphical completeness, model consistency and maintainability of diagrams specifications. Compliance with these criteria led us ultimately to produce an alternative meta-tool based on a set of metamodels called MID (Metamodels for user Interfaces and Diagrams), to rapidly design, prototype and evolve graphical editors for a wide range of visual languages. We base MID's design on three overarching requirements: graphical completeness, ease of use and simplicity of (de)composition of diagrams editors for a better reusability. For that, we take advantage from MDE benefits, Component-based modeling and an inheritance mechanism to increase the reuse of editors' components. The main goal of this work is the specification of UML-like modeler as Papyrus [2] , from reusable pre-configured components.
II. FOUNDATIONS AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, we present the state of the art of graphical modeling environment. We begin by presenting visual representation foundations to extract concepts that describe a diagram and then studying several existing methods and tools for specification and generation of graphical editors for diagrams. This study has identified several issues, which we expound as evaluation criteria for our approach.
A. Visual Languages Basics
According to [3] , elementary components of a visual representation are called visual notations (visual language, diagram-ming notations or graphical notations) and consist of a set of graphical symbols (visual vocabulary), a set of compositional / structural rules (visual grammar) and definitions of the meaning of each symbol (semantics). The visual vocabulary and visual grammar form together the concrete (or visual) syntax.
Graphical symbols are used to symbolize (perceptually represent) semantic constructs, typically defined by a metamodel [4] . The meanings of graphical symbols are defined by mapping them to the constructs they represent. A valid expression in a visual notation is called a visual sentence or diagram. Diagrams are composed of symbol instances (tokens), arranged according to the rules of the visual grammar [3] . Such distinction between the content (semantics) and the form (syntax: vocabulary and grammar), allows us to separate the different concerns of our proposition. These definitions are illustrated in fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . The nature of a visual notation [3] The set of visual variables define a vocabulary for graphical communication: a set of atomic building blocks that can be used to construct any graphical representation. Different visual variables are suitable for encoding different types of information. The choice of visual variables has a major impact on cognitive effectiveness as it affects both speed and accuracy of interpretation [5] , [6] , [7] . Bertin [8] identified eight elementary visual variables, which can be used to graphically encode information. These are categorized into planar variables (the two spatial dimensions x,y) and retinal variables (Shape, Color, Size, Brightness, Orientation, Texture).
B. Evaluation Criteria
Many frameworks, meta-tool environments and toolkits have been created to support the development of visual language environments. The diagrams specification methods have been widely discussed in [1] , [4] , [9] . This article focuses on the criterion of reusability that we consider very useful in the context of diagrams specification. Among the forms of reuse, we can cite the separation of concerns, inheritance and overloading.
Most of diagrams specification methods mix concerns. The most common form of this mixture is that of form and content (visual representations and semantics). For example, in the case of diagram specification using GME [10] or MetaEdit+ [11] , these tools allow creating the specific concepts and their associated representations in the same repository. This weakens the required loosely coupling relationship between the semantics and the graphical aspects. The same problem is observed with Obeo Designer, which allows graphical/semantics association in the same model.
Other form of mixing is between the visual vocabulary and visual grammar definition. Most of the tools offering the separation of the graphical part from the semantic one, as GMF tooling, TopCased-Meta and even standards like Diagram Definition, fail to separate the two graphical syntax concerns, which are visual vocabulary (shapes, colors, styles ...) and visual grammar (structure and composition of representations).
III. PROPOSAL: METAMODELS FOR USER INTERFACES AND DIAGRAMS (MID)
The aim of our work is to design diagram editors and to allow reusing parts of such design. For that, we propose to use a Model-driven approach, to ensure the independence to technology, ease the maintenance and enable better sustainability.
To improve reusability, we propose a component-based approach. This approach aims to take advantage of encapsulation (ease of maintenance and composition) and the benefits of interfacing (interfaces naming mechanism). In addition, our approach allows the reuse through inheritance: a component can inherit from another one and it can also override some of its characteristics (style, structure, mapping...). The inheritance of a component is done by the reuse of its interface respecting the naming of the latter. Figure 2 shows the linkage of the metamodels involved in our proposal. First, we separate the domain content (semantics) and the form (visual syntax or concrete syntax) of a diagram at a high level of abstraction (language level). The Semantics is out of scope of our paper, it is widely treated in tools and technologies like EMF/Ecore. The form is separated into two parts : the visual vocabulary (different variables of shape, color, size ...) and the visual grammar that describes composition rules of visual representations. The link between the syntax and the semantic is also specified in a separate "binding" model. Thus, our proposal is made of several metamodels, each one used to describe one concern: a visual grammar metamodel, a visual vocabulary metamodel and a mapping metamodel. This work has resulted in our metamodel called MID Metamodels for user Interfaces and Diagrams.
A. Visual Grammar: Graphical Elements Composition
The component concept is the main concept of our set of metamodels. A component could have interfaces (in our context there are three types of interfaces: domain interface, style and event interface) and the bindings between such interfaces. Interfaces are used as an attachment point between (sub)components and other concerns (semantics, events...). The visual grammar is used to describe the structure of diagrams' elements. This description is hierarchical: a root element can contain other elements. We propose two main types of elements: Vertices to represent complex elements of diagrams and edges to represent links between complex elements.
Vertex is node abstraction, it consists of main nodes (top nodes), sub-nodes (contained vertices in figure 3 ) and attached nodes (nodes that can be affixed to other nodes). A label is a vertex that allows access to nodes textual elements via their accessors (getters and setters). This will synchronize the data model with text value represented. A Bordered node is a node that can be affixed to other nodes. Containers (Compartments) are specific nodes that contain diagram elements. A Diagram is itself a container. An Edge is a connection between two diagram elements, this relationship could be specified semantically (in the domain metamodel) or graphically and could be more complex than a simple line (e.g. buses).
Edges and nodes have both the ability to inherit from each others. When a diagram component inherits from another, it recuperates all its structure, style and behavior. If the inheriting component declares an interface with the same name as the inherited component, this is interpreted by an overload and then we can override the structure, style and behavior. This feature maximizes components reuse and allows creating other derivatives components. Visual grammar elements only represent the structure and should be associated to a visual vocabulary describing its rendering.
B. Visual Vocabulary: Visual Variables
Visual vocabulary allows describing the graphical symbols (visual representation) of diagrams' elements. This description is composed of different visual variables; we regroup all of them in the Style concept ( fig. 4) representing the shape, color, size, layout... All diagram components are associated via their style interfaces to visual vocabularies represented in the metamodel by the concept of Style. As other characteristics of diagrams elements, this relationship can be reused and overloaded through the proposed mechanism of inheritance.
The Vertex Styles are characterized by the layout attribute, which represent the different arrangement rules in the host figure. Vertex styles are decomposed into two main categories: node styles (NodeStyle) and label styles (LabelStyle). Node styles represent shapes (2D and 3D figures and iconic representations like images). We propose around ten default shapes in our metamodel, and we let users to create their own shapes with polygons, images and custom styles (code implementation). The Edge Styles could be simple lines (LineStyle) or more complex shape (ComplexStyle).
IV. VALIDATION
To validate our proposal, we have developed a chain of transformations allowing the full generation of designed editors code. Note that MID metamodels are completely independents from technological targets. In the actual implementation, we choose GMF as technological target.
We illustrate the advantages of our approach on an example specifying the UML Classifier element to show the reusability through inheritance. Then, we validate our approach through a case study.
A. Reuse by Inheritance
We chose as an example the UML concept Classifier. This abstract concept is the basic element of several concepts (Class, Interface, Component...). We want to specify the graphical appearance of the item Classifier and use inheritance and overriding to specialize this specification. The basic element of Classifier consists graphically of a label followed by a compartment that contains properties.
To specify a Component, we have simply to inherit from Classifier and add to its structure, a border node representing the component ports (attached on borders).
To Specify the graphical elements Class and Interface, we have simply to inherit from Classifier and add to its structure two other compartments, the first for operations and the other one for nested classifier. In this example, and to simplify, the Interface inherits from the graphical definition of the Class to show the graphical similarity between the two concepts. The figure 6 shows the generated result. The example below shows the overriding of inherited elements. The component "Node B" inherits from the component "Node A". Both have sub-components named "Node x", in this case the element "Node x" of B overrides the description of "Node x" of A (initially represented by an ellipse). In this article, we present an approach based on MDE and components modeling, allowing the easy specification of diagram graphical editors at a high level of abstraction, in order to model, reuse, compose and generate code. In our proposal, we focus on the component concept, to describe and then assemble concepts emerging from visual languages. First, In MID, we solve some problems identified in existing tools and methods on the industry as in the literature. For example, the specification at a high level of abstraction without the need for manual programmatic intervention, the separation of concerns, the graphical effectiveness and finally editors reusability, which was among the major problematic of our research work. To validate our approach, we have developed a transformation chain targeting the GMF technology (GMFGen), which allows in turn generation of functional editor's code. This allows us to successfully design diagrams by reusing existing components, and to generate their implementation We validated our approach on several diagrams.
Our approach presents many advantages. First, through the reuse of model: the models are theoretically more easily to understand and to manipulate by business users; which corresponds to a goal of the MDE. Secondly, this reuse saves considerable gain of productivity through ease of maintenance of components; it allows better teamwork and helps for the industrialization of software development: it is possible to build libraries of components, and then build the diagram by assembling these components.
Briefly, we can say that our approach opens a new way that shows promises for wider use of modeling tools and automatic generation of applications. Compared to the current development technologies, the promises of this approach are large through the ability to create complex applications by assembling existing simple model/components fragments, and especially the possibility for non-computer specialists, experts in their business domain, to create their own applications from a high-level description using an adapted formalism, easy to understand and manipulate for them.
In the current state of our research, many studies are still required to reach a full generation of modeling tools. First, we need to finalize the description and generation of all graphical editors of Papyrus with our approach. Finally, we need to define other metamodels that allow description of the other parts of such tools (Tree editors, tables/matrices, properties views...) following the same approach of component reuse and inheritance.
